Wind in Icelandic Fjords*
GEORGE H . T . K I M B L E t a n d
EATHER CONDITIONS i n t h e

W

fjords

of

Iceland frequently bear little or no
relation to those found in the offing.
The following notes were compiled particularly for the benefit of ships operating
in these waters, but contain many points of
general interest. They are based upon:—
1. Weather reports sent in by meteorological
officers;
2. The Arctic Pilot (Vol. I I ) ;
3. The analysis of D.W.Rs (Daily Weather
Reports of the British Meteorological
Office) and meteorological logs.
As no two fjords are alike in shape, size,
orientation or bordering relief, local peculiarities of wind and weather are so numerous
that it is impossible to do more than indicate the main factors which must be taken
into account when forecasting.
THE

SHELTERING EFFECT OF H I G H

GROUND

Most of the fjords are bordered by hills
or mountains rising anything up to 2,000 f t
in a matter of y 2 mile or so from the water's
edge. This means that, with the exception
of winds blowing along the axis of a fjord,
the pressure gradient is most unlikely to
give an accurate idea of the wind to be expected in the fjord—either of its strength
or direction.
At Akreyri ( E y j a f j o r d ) in winter the
average ratio between gradient wind strength
and observed wind strength is more than
5: 1, being somewhat higher (more than
6 : 1 ) for slack gradients and considerably
lower (approx. 3: 1) for tight gradients;
further, the majority of the winds are northerly or southerly, i.e., they conform to the
general trend of the fjord.
At Bolungavik in the less deeply-engulfed
Isafjord, the corresponding ratio (gradient
to observed wind) for the same season is
* Originally prepared as British Naval Met. Branch
Memoranda ( 1 0 8 A 2 and Addenda), under supervision
of the Director, Naval Meteorological Service, Admiralty, who has kindly given permission for publication in the BULLETIN.—Ed.
t Commdr. Kimble is now Professor of Geography
at McGill University, Montreal.

Collaborators

approximately 5: 2. After making allowance for the lowering of the ratio with increasing velocity, it still required, on the
average, a gradient wind of 70 knots to
produce a wind of 30 knots in Isafjord and
one of more than 100 knots to produce a
similar wind in the more sheltered Eyjafjord. It follows from this that gales are
rare in such fjords. In the winter 1940-41,
for every six gales reported off the mouth
of Eyjafjord, Akreyri reported only one. It
is noteworthy, moreover, that the only time
this station logged winds of force 7 or more
was when there was a strong gradient for
westerly winds (i.e., transverse to the axis
of the f j o r d and producing, where unimpeded, a surface wind with a slight offshore component) : the wind in the f j o r d
was then southerly (i.e., off-shore). From
H.M.S. " H e c l a ' s " observations it is evident
that a similar relationship exists in Hvalfjord. Here " o u t of about 20 winter gales
experienced, 2 were from SE, 2 from NE and
the remainder from E (i.e., all off-shore)."
Inspection of the relevant D.W.Es shows
that in practically every case the Low concerned was centered to westward, giving a
gradient for southerly winds (i.e., transverse to the f j o r d axis), the unimpeded surface wind being slightly off-shore. Other
things being equal, the strongest winds are
encountered (1) on the leeward shore near
the mouth of the f j o r d and (2) where the
wind emerges from the windward tributary
valleys.

(See

DIAGRAM

1, FIGURE 1 . )

By

contrast, the leeward valleys often prove to
be comparatively sheltered. This has been
explained as an effect of the " p a c k i n g "
of air between the high walls of the valley.
The general wind thereafter tends either to
i 1 bounce 19 off seawards, or else to climb over
the cushion of air so formed.
In summer the gradient: observed wind
ratio is still high in sheltered fjords, though
lower than in winter. Thus at* Akreyri it
has declined to approx. 4: 1 and near Reykjavik to less than 2 : 1 .
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FIGURE 1.

Note:

the left side of DIAGRAM NO. 2 is the south end of the profile.
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T H E COLD A I R RESERVOIR OF
CENTRAL

ICELAND

Another striking characteristic, summer
and winter alike, is the greater velocity,
gradient for gradient, of off-shore winds.
"Off-sliore winds blow throughout the
length of the f j o r d (Vestfjord) and usually
blow harder than winds from seaward . . .
it may happen that a wind may be blowing
hard out of a f j o r d whilst outside there is a
c a l m " (.Arctic Pilot: Vol. II, p. 30). At
Reykjavik, in winter, the ratio gradient: observed wind force is 2: 1 for winds between
SW and NW (i.e., on-shore) and only 4 : 3
for winds between N and E (i.e., off-shore).
In Hvalfjord, in summer, the ratio is approx. 2: 1 for on-shore winds and 3: 2 for
off-shore winds. For an explanation of this
difference we must look to the cold, snow
and ice-covered heart of Iceland.
All the year round the elevated interior
of Iceland is considerably colder than the
coasts—witness the permanent ice-fields. In
quiet weather the plateau acts as a sort of
reservoir for the cold air draining off the
snow and ice—a reservoir which is only
tapped to any large extent when the plateau
comes under the influence of a passing depression. Then, so it seems, the air is drawn,
katabatic-fashion, 1 into the valley where,
helped by the funnel effect of the topography, it proceeds seawards at ever increasing velocity. However, once the reservoir
of cold air has been temporarily exhausted,
the wind slackens, even though the gradient
is steady. In this connection it is interesting
to note that all available reports confirm
that f j o r d gales seldom last more than a few
hours; of 10 gales reported by H.M.S. " V i c torious" in Hvalfjord during the winter of
1941-42, only 2 lasted more than 6 hours.
In the offing they may continue for days
on end.
The importance of the plateau as a cold
air reservoir is exemplified in another way,
namely in the squalliness of f j o r d winds.
1 When there are no depressions in the offing, and
the air-flow is purely katabatic, its strength decreases
with distance from the windward end (i.e., the
head of the fjord). More than one ship using Seydisfjord during the winter has remarked on the contrast
between the strong winds periodically encountered near
the head of the fjord and the light winds prevailing
near the mouth.

On this point H.M.S. " H e c l a " makes the
following report: " D u r i n g the summer
months katabatic winds are quite frequent
at the head of the Hvalfjord. At about 1700
(local time) after a fine day, northerly winds
come down the slopes and valleys . . . and,
striking the water along the North shore,
raise a considerable sea . . . which rises rapidly and renders boatwork hazardous. . . . "
On several occasions H.M.S. " C h a l l e n g e r "
reported that a wind ' 1 sprang up " at round
about this hour in Hvalfjord. The same
hour is also mentioned in connection with
Eyjafjord. Similar squalliness is reported
from Seydisfjord, but detailed observations
are lacking.
Now the heating power of the sun varies,
among other things, with the angle at which
its rays strike the earth. (See DIAGRAMS 2
and 3 of FIG. 1). It follows, therefore, that
the south-facing walls of Hvalfjord receive
more insolation than the plateau above
probably at least 30-40 per cent more round
about July and August). It must also be
borne in mind that the plateau is 1,500-2,500
f t (even more) above the f j o r d and that its
mean air temperature is, on that account,
appreciably lower, even during the middle of
the day. By late afternoon, say 1700, the
plateau and mountain slopes above the f j o r d
are already losing more heat than they are
receiving (especially those parts cast into
shade by the declining sun), and the cool
surface layers of air are beginning their
gravitational ( = katabatic) flow. Pools of
cool air collect in hollows and periodically
spill over the plateau edge or down the mountain side. When the pressure gradient is
northerly—as it was when H.M.S. " H e c l a "
made its report on Hvalfjord winds—the
gravitational flow of air merely serves to
increase the strength of the surface wind.
Further contributing to this end is the fact
that fjord-bottom temperatures usually attain their maximum somewhere about 16001700.
(H.M.S. " C h a l l e n g e r " consistently
reported higher temperatures at 1800 than
at 1300 while in Hvalfjord.) This suggests
that any convective tendencies the air may
have will likewise be most apparent round
about the same time. Now where can the air
feeding a convectional column at the bottom
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of a f j o r d come from? (a) From the sea
surface—vide on-shore winds which are apparently at their maximum frequency round
about 1800 (see under Diurnal Wind Variation), and (&) From the cooler plateau
above (vide DIAGR. 3, FIG. 1).
In fair
weather, and provided the pressure gradient
is slack (less than 15-20 knots), (&)'s contribution is not likely to be as considerable
as (a) \s, for sea breezes are much more frequently reported at ca. 1800 than land
breezes. However, in these northern latitudes sea breezes are easily discouraged and
an off-shore pressure gradient of 20 knots
only needs to be slightly reinforced—as it
would be by the gravity flow of cool air from
the heights above—to cancel out the sea
breeze altogether and replace it by an offshore wind. Initially, this wind will probably be rather squally, partly owing to orographic influence (the rate of surface cooling and of gravity flow are intimately connected with the bordering relief), and partly
to tire fact that there will be a temperature
discontinuity (if only slight) between the
sea breeze and the down-draught of air
coming off the cool plateau. It is significant
that H.M. ships and pilots operating in
Hvalfjord in fair weather comment on the
gustiness of winds, and on the presence of
quite strong vertical currents, during the
late afternoon. " O n one occasion," according to a report by H.M.S. " S h r o p s h i r e , "
' ' a Walrus pilot was losing altitude at 1,000
ft/minute when at full climbing throttle"—
a fact which the pilot was inclined to explain
on the ground that " T h e northern wind
across the f j o r d may be sharply reflected
from the steep southern escarpment, creating
violent turbulence in the upper levels."
Later in the evening, after the sea breeze
lias died down, the gravitational flow of
cool air meets with no opposition and offshore winds occasion few comments on the
score of squalliness.
It seems, furthermore, that this view of
local wind causation helps to explain another
point, viz., why winds are sometimes reported blowing in opposite directions in different parts of the same fjord. " I t frequently happens, even in summer, that a
vessel will sail into a f j o r d with a fresh

wind from seaward, and when she has entered a little way encounter calms with
strong mountain squalls" (Arctic Pilot, Vol.
I I ) . While in Hvalfjord, H.M.S. "Shropshire" observed the ensigns of two ships to
be blowing strongly in opposite directions
on more than one occasion. Where conditions favor late afternoon convection, e.g.,
SW aspect, the sea breeze will continue to
blow until after 1800 (see below), but where
they do not, e.g., SE aspect, the gravitational flow of cooler plateau air will replace
it earlier.
Of course, when the gradient is so tight
that there can be no question of a local sea
breeze reversing the general wind, then it
may well be that the local wind diversities
which are sometimes reported when strong
winds blow athwart the f j o r d are eddy effects, and have nothing to do with convection. Even so, much will depend upon the
topography of the fjord. Where the f j o r d
is continuously flanked by high cliffs or
mountains, as in the case of Seydisf jord and
Eyjafjord, the chance of a lee eddy reversing the general wind is small, except close
against the cliff edge, and even then the effect will only rarely extend beyond the foot
of the fjord. Thus Akreyri, near the head
of Eyjafjord, only once showed a reversed
lee eddy out of a total of more than 50 occasions of strong pressure gradients; while
H.M.S. "Challenger," stationed off Akreyri
during a period of strong cross-winds, did
not report a single case of lee eddy. (See
DIAGRAM 4.) She did, however, make the
following observation:—"stronger and more
violently gusty winds may be expected from
south and SE than from the northerly quarter, this being natural to the abrupt mountains enclosing the head of the f j o r d . "
The story is rather different in a f j o r d
like Hvalfjord where, instead of a continuous wall of high ground enclosing the waters
on either side, there are lofty peaks and
mountain masses alternating with quite extensive tributary valleys and lowland gaps.
The acceleration of wind down these valleys and through the gaps favors gustiness
and eddy formation at the entrance to the
fjord, i.e., where the funnel effect is suddenly terminated. (See DIAGRAM 5.) All the
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same, reversed winds are not common, if we
exclude palpable land and sea breeze effects.
Out of more than 100 observations of winds
of force four and over, in Hvalfjord, there
was not one of a wind blowing diametrically
opposite the general wind, and less than 10
occasions when the wind departed by more
than 90 degrees from the general wind direction. But near the cliffs overhanging the
f j o r d reverse eddies are apparently very
common. An officer was, on one occasion,
blown off the edge of a sloping cliff face by
a gust of wind which had previously blown
directly on to the cliff, and then swung
around 180 degrees without warning (vide:
H.M.S. ''Challenger' 9 report).
It is probably this topographical factor
in Hvalfjord which accounts for the fact
that the mean departure of observed wind
direction from gradient wind direction is
greater when the gradient wind is blowing
across the f j o r d than when it is blowing up
and down the fjord—56° against 40°. At
the same time this is not to say that winds
over the water in Hvalfjord are capricious
and unpredictable. Five out of every six
blow across the isobars with the proper inclination, i.e., high to low pressure.
DIURNAL W I N D

VARIATION

This is a most conspicuous summertime
feature in those fjords for which observations are available.
(i) Variation of Wind Force
At Akreyri in the summer of 1940 the
mean wind speed for the main reporting
hours was as follows: —
Local Time
Midnight

Knots
2.2 = 2 2 % mean grad. speed

0600

2.0=

18%

"

1200
1700

3.6 = 2 5 %
3.8 = 28%

"
"

A complementary trend is seen in the occurrence of calm conditions; in July and
August (1940) 29 calms were reported at
midnight, 26 at 0600, 13 at 1200 and only
6 at 1700.
The variation of speed is most noticeable
at Akreyri with southerly ( = off-shore)

winds, and it is not without interest that
southerly winds attain their maximum during the night (more than 8 knots at midnight) when the mean wind speed—all directions—is pretty well at its lowest. This we
take to be another evidence of the importance, even in summer, of cold air drainage.
In Hvalfjord, over the same period, the
variation of mean wind speed was: —
Local Time
1800
0100
0700
1300

Knots
8.2 =
9.5 =
11.0 =
8.7 =

47% mean grad. speed
55%
"
66%
"
48%
"

Here off-shore ( E ' l y ) winds reach their
maximum velocity during the early part of
the night (12.4 knots at 1800 and 11.4 knots
at 0100). On-shore ( W ' l y ) winds have an
equally well-marked daily rhythm and are
at their maximum strength somewhere between 1300 (10.5 knots) and 1800 (8.7
knots), a fact which we attribute to seabreeze effects.2 This brings us to
(ii)

Variation of Wind

Direction

This appears to be even more marked than
the variation of wind force. During July
and August 1940 at Akreyri (where fully
75 per cent of all winds blow from either
a northerly or southerly point), the following
aggregates were recorded: —
Local Time
Northerly
Southerly
(Calms

0000
15
13
29

0600
14
19
26

1200
33
13
13

1700
43
9
6)

The variation is still more striking when we
consider only those winds and calms reported
when the gradient wind was less than approx. 20 knots:—
Local Time 0000
Northerly
11
Southerly
19

0600
8
21

1200
23
6

1700
32
2

2 At Akreyri the sea breeze blows often enough _ to
produce a very noticeable diurnal variation of wind
direction (see para, ii on Variation of Wind Direction),
but owing to the distance of the town from the open
sea and the 'built-up' mountain areas round about, it
is too weak to affect the diurnal variation of wind
velocity to any extent. However, upon occasion (vide
Arctic Pilot) the sea breeze "blows fresh and may
even hinder the working of cargo."
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In Hvalfjord tlie corresponding numbers
were: —
(a) Winds of all gradients
Local Time
Westerly
(onshore)
Easterly
(offshore)
Calms

0100
12

0700
6

1300
11

1800
26

13

20

16

11

13

14

13

5

(b) Gradients of less than 20 knots
Local Time
Westerly
(onshore)
Easterly
(offshore)

0100
4

0700
2

1300
3

1800
15

5

9

6

3

If proof were needed of the existence of
land and sea breezes in Arctic latitudes,
these figures supply it. What perhaps is
most surprising about them is that they
come, not from an area of level, low lying
land where such effects might reasonably
be looked for, but from two deeply engulfed
fjords. 3 Of course the coastal lowlands—
where there are any—do experience land and
sea breezes on a fairly substantial scale;
thus near Reykjavik off-shore winds (up to
15 knots gradient value) are often completely neutralized in quiet, sunny weather,
and are even replaced by light on-shore
breeze. With very slack gradients and in
convective situations, the sea breeze blows
near the Icelandic capital until late afternoon—considerably after 1700 (local time)—
and may reach force 3-4. Shortly after
nightfall it is superseded by a land breeze
which attains force 5 at times, yet another
indication of the part played by cold plateau
air in the climatic economy.
But Hvalfjord, for all its mountainous
relief, produces quite comparable effects.
Here the sea breeze will usually reverse the
regional wind if the gradient is not above
10-15 knots and the mid-day cloud cover
not more than 4-5/10s. (Up to a point, the
lower the cloud amount at approx. 1300 the
stronger the resulting sea breeze and the
3 Sea breezes are generally more noticeable around
hilly than around low lying coasts. This is explained
by the fact that in the former, valley winds (i.e., anabatic flow of warm air) re-inforce the sea breeze.

greater its ability to reverse the gradient
wind direction, but if no convectional clouds
develop over the land during the daytime,
the sea breeze is not likely to be very
strong.) When there is a light onshore wind
to start with in the early morning it frequently strengthens under the influence of
the sea breeze, to force 4. Exceptionally,
when there is strong convection over the land
and a negligible gradient, the sea breeze
may reach force 5. It is noteworthy that
the only times H.M.S. ' ' Challenger'' reported onshore winds in excess of the gradient value were during the afternoon—4 out
of total of 6 at 1800—and, contrariwise, the
only times she reported a similar state of affairs with off-shore winds were during the
morning, that is before the sun had had time
to reverse the nocturnal katabatic flow.
Within Hvalfjord the strength of the sea
breeze, even its presence or absence, depends
largely on such matters as aspect, angle of
slope of f j o r d wall, extent of suitable convective surface, and so forth. There is, for
instance, a great deal of difference between
the strength of local winds met with along
the north-facing and south-facing slopes of
the f j o r d . H.M.S. " Challenger 9 ' reports
that at one point on a quiet summer day,
suitable in almost every respect for the development of land and sea breezes, there was
"insufficient wind to sail a light dinghy,"
while at another, " a strong sailing breeze
prevailed for several hours."
In the more deeply engulfed Eyjafjord,
the reversal of the gradient wind, due to
sea-breeze effect, is rare—3 to 4 times4 in two
months, but the extraordinary diurnal variation of northerly winds, when the gradient
is slack—from 8 at 0600 to 32 5 at 1700—
cannot easily be explained except on the
basis of a sea breeze.
It will be observed from the figures quoted
above that the diurnal rhythm of these
breezes is retarded by ordinary standards.
Thus many more onshore winds are reported
4 On each of these occasions the mid-day (1200 and
1300) cloud cover—the critical factor, other things being equal—was never more than 5/10s or less than
2/10s. When the sky is more than 8/10s obscured,
sea and land breezes are practically non-existent. When
it is less than 2/10s obscured, the lapse rate is seldom
sufficiently unstable to induce strong sea breezes.
5 Nearly all these "gains" were at the expense of
early morning calms.
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at 1700 and 1800 than 1200 and 1300 and
more offshore winds at 0600 and 0700 than
midnight and 0100. This time-lag is understandable when we bear in mind the low
elevation of the sun and the length of the
arctic day. It agrees, moreover, with H.M.S.
" Challenger's' 9 findings concerning the diurnal variation of air temperature.
In
Hvalfjord during the summer of 1940 the
thermometer registered consistently higher
temperatures at 1800 than at 1300 and lower
temperatures at 0700 than 0100, thus:

ground increases, the turbulent effect of
surface features on air-flow progressively
weakens, but is still sensible at the equivalent of at least 3 times the height of the
highest ground above sea level,
With regard to the take-off of aircraft, the
most eddy-free fairways are located in midf j o r d when the wind is SW'ly. In crosswinds the best positions are most likely to
be found where the wind is least impeded,
e.g., off the mouth of side valleys oriented
at right angles to the main fjord.

Mean Air Temperatures in Hvalfjord:
July 1940.
(Local Time)

(2) Pitch (or inclination to the horizontal)
of cross-fjord winds

0100

0700

1300

1800

50°

48°

52°

53.3°F.

As this retardation is largely a function
of the angle of incidence of the sun's rays,
it is probably much less marked in fjords
with an E'ly, than a W ' l y exposure.
MODEL

EXPERIMENTS

Model experiments on air-flow over Hvalf j o r d were carried out for the Director of
the British Naval Meteorological Service by
the Aerodynamics Department of the National Physical Laboratory. 6
The detailed examination which was made
of specific aerodynamic effects at precise
points proved to be of material help in forming opinions of conditions in other fjords
where differences were only those of degree.
The results of the experiments are summarized herewith.
(1) Turbulence over water of

fjord

The steadiest air-flow was found when the
wind was SW'ly (i.e., up-fjord) and the
most turbulent flow when it was SE'ly (i.e.,
cross-fjord).
In the latter case it was
found that the layer of air close to the
ground followed the run of the relief very
closely except where a lee slope of more
than approx. 45° was encountered, in which
case the air-stream " j u m p e d " the slope,
eddies being formed between the main
stream and the ground. As height above
6 Copies of the full report may be borrowed from the
Naval Meteorological Branch, Admiralty, London.

In general the wind direction at the lowest
levels was found to correspond to the ground
angles. The angles of pitch thus induced
fell off with height (rapidly in the first few
hundred feet above ground level, more slowly
thereafter), but were still noticeable at
12,000 f t .
(3) Acceleration and deceleration
blowing up fjord

of winds

In the narrowest part of the f j o r d at high
levels, an acceleration was observed, but it
was so slight that no accurate figure could
be deduced from the experiments. Practically speaking, the phenomenon is negligible. More important at low levels is the
deceleration which SW'ly winds experience
as they advance up the f j o r d ; at 200 meters
this amounts to a velocity reduction of about
12 per cent over the distance of 12^5 miles
from the mouth to the head of the fjord.
At 600 meters the reduction is negligible.
This deceleration, coupled with the lee provided by the mountains to the W and SW,
makes the inlets on the South side of the
f j o r d (east end) the most sheltered anchorages for ships and flying boats.
(4) Deflection of cross-fjord

winds by land

Such effects are local, being most marked
when the initial wind direction is such that
air can flow easily into the tributary valleys.
Depending on the breadth of the air-stream
and the existence of other counter-acting
streams nearby, deviations can be anything
up to 30°.
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(5) Beverse

eddies over surface

of

fjord

No reversed flow was discovered over the
surface of the f j o r d .
(As winds blowing
against the gradient are commonly observed
in Hvalfjord, it would appear that they
must be thermal in origin. The N.P.L. experiments were only concerned with aerodynamic effects.) Rotating vortices of air
were, however, occasionally encountered in
the lee of steep hills and escarpments when
the wind was blowing obliquely to the crest
line.
(6)

Batio of unimpeded wind speed to
wind speed over fjord

This ratio is not one which can be measured precisely on a model of the scale available ( 1 : 15,748), owing largely to the impossibility of reproducing the natural (vertical) wind gradient. However, it is probably

true to say that in confined waters like
Hvalfjord the shape and height of the land
enclosing the f j o r d have an effect which far
outweighs in importance the vertical wind
gradient. Measurements taken over the narrowest part of the f j o r d when the air-flow
was up-fjord show that the ratio between
actual and unimpeded air speed was 9: 10 at
150 meters above the sea level, and that at
250 meters there was no appreciable difference between the two. When the wind was
blowing cross-fjord, the ratio between the
twro was naturally much lower. Over the
narrowest part of the f j o r d (i.e., where interference was at a maximum), it was 1: 2
at a height of 200 meters and not more than
3: 5 at 1200 meters). It is unlikely, however, that these wind ratios bear a very close
relation to the conditions actually found over
Hvalfjord.

Artificial Sunlight Closely Approached By Mixture of Lights From
Various Electric Lamps Plus Water-Screening
It takes a mixture of lights from various types of electric lamps, plus water-screening,
to make artificial sunlight that duplicates the real thing, according to General Electric Co.
illumination engineers. They use a combination of fluorescent lamps, mercury lamps, sun
lamps and incandescent lamps. The light from two sources was treated by passing through
a sheet of water. First the engineers studied the composition and the intensity of each
spectral band of solar energy. Then they applied their knowledge of the radiation from
various lamps to develop a combination to duplicate the light from the sun. To test their
conclusions, they selected a dark room the size of an ordinary office. Light from six
3,000-watt mercury lamps and 234 incandescent reflector lamps of the 300-watt type was
directed into the room through a wire glass ceiling, over which drifted a continuous sheet
of water. Absorption of some radiation by the water prohibits certain spectral bands of
solar energy from passing through the glass ceiling, this action imitating the selective
absorption of solar radiation by water vapor in the air. On other sections of the ceiling
was a row of 275-watt sunlamps and several rows of 100-watt fluorescent lamps. The sun
lamps give the ultraviolet that produces tanning. A fan was installed to draw off part of the
heat of the fluorescent lamps through perforations in the ceiling. This heat elimination,
coupled with the heat dissipation caused by the continuously flowing water, permitted an
abundance of infrared radiation into the room. The total result of the combination of lamps
and the special arrangements was a light closely approaching actual sunlight in characteristics and intensity. Householders need not anticipate lighting their homes with this artificial
sunlight as yet—it required as much electrical power for this single G-E room as is ordinarily
required to light 100 houses!—S. S.
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